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DiplADEniA - mAnDEVillA
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DIPLADENIA
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DIPLADENIA

633 SUPER DARK RED - sunparacore

SUNDAVILLE®

�

FLOWER: intensive red which
becomes darker with strong light.
LEAF: intensive green.

NEW

SUNDAVILLE®

639 Classic Cream Pink - sunparapibra

FLOWER: pink to light pink,
same size like Classic Red.

LEAF: little, round,
deep green, bright.
GROWTH: medium strong.
����������������
GROWTH: medium strong.
TIPS:like dark red
TIPS: good branching
and early flowering.

but bigger.

Growth retardant

•

SUNDAVILLE

••

Growth

Earliness

•••

Growth retardant

Classic Red - sunmandecrim

631

®

•

SUNDAVILLE

Growth
®

FLOWER: bright red, it doesn’t
fade with stronger sun.

FLOWER: pure white,
in every conditions.

LEAF: little, round,
deep green, bright.

LEAF: medium,
intensive green, bright.

TIPS: good branching
and early flowering.

-

SUNDAVILLE

••

Growth

642

®

Earliness

•••

Growth retardant

Classic Red Star - Sunparasuji

TIPS: because a mutation could
have a back to original variety
and with cold temperatures
the stripes are less strong.

SUNDAVILLE

Growth

635

•

SUNDAVILLE

GROWTH: strong,
it needs a very hot climate.

®

Classic White - Sunparacoho

Growth
®

•••

Earliness

•••

Smile

919

FLOWER: association of
three varieties Classic:
Red, Pink and Cream Pink
in one plug.
LEAF: little, round,
deep green, bright.

LEAF: big, lenghtened,
deep green, bright.

-

•••

TIPS: this color fits
to red and pink ones.

FLOWER: intensive red, white stripes.

Growth retardant

Earliness

GROWTH: medium-strong
to strong, good branching.

GROWTH: medium strong.

Growth retardant

643

•••

NEW

GROWTH: medium strong.

••

Earliness

•••

Growth retardant

-

Growth

••

Earliness

•••

Classic Pink - sunmandecripi

FLOWER: Deep pink, it does
not fade with the sun, same
dimensions like Classic Red.
LEAF: little, round,
deep green, bright.
GROWTH: medium strong.
TIPS: good branching and
early flowering.

Growth retardant

-

SUNDAVILLE

Growth
®

644

••

Earliness

•••

Rose Star - sunpararosta

FLOWER: candy pink
with lighter stripes.
LEAF: normal green, lenghtened.

NEW

GROWTH: medium strong.

Growth retardant

-

Growth

••

Earliness

SUNDAVILLE® ‘Classic Red’

•••
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DIPLADENIA

����������������

MANDEVILLA

634 Crimson King - sunmandecrikin

SUNDAVILLE®

�

FLOWER: intensive red, very big (8-10 cm).
LEAF: big, lenghtened,
deep green, bright.

DIPLADENIA
SUNDAVILLE®

636

Pretty Red - Sunmanderemi

FLOWER: deep red,
same size like Classic Red.
LEAF: little, lenghtened,

similar to Ficus benjamina.
GROWTH: strong, it needs
����������������
a very hot climate.
GROWTH:

medium to strong, well branching.

TIPS:
Mandevilla type, very vigorous
and very big flowers.
Growth retardant

•••

SUNDAVILLE

TIPS: excellent branching
and earliness, not for overwinter crop.

•••

Growth

632

®

Earliness

••

Growth retardant

Cosmos Pink - sunmandecos

•

SUNDAVILLE

Growth

640

®

GROWTH: strong, it needs
a very hot climate.

FLOWER: intensive pink,
same size like Classic Red.
LEAF: little, lenghtened,
similar to Ficus benjamina.
GROWTH: medium to strong,
well branching.

TIPS: variety that naturally
can have back mutation
to the white one.

TIPS: excellent branching
and earliness,
not for overwinter crop.

FLOWER: light pink,
very big (8-10 cm).
LEAF: big, lenghtened,
deep green, bright.

Growth retardant

•••

SUNDAVILLE

•••

Growth

630

®

Earliness

••

Growth retardant

•

Growth

•••

•••

Cosmos White - sunmandeho

LEAF: big, lenghtened,
deep green, bright.
GROWTH: strong,
it needs a very hot climate.
TIPS: Mandevilla type,
very vigorous and very big flowers.

•••

Growth

•••

Earliness

••

SUNDAVILLE® ‘Crimson King’

SUNDAVILLE® ‘Classic Pink’

56

•••

Pretty Rose - Sunparaprero

FLOWER: pure white,
extremely big (10-12 cm).

Growth retardant

Earliness

Earliness

•••

����������
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�������
�

DIPLADENIA

����������������

RIO®
FLOWER: deep red.
LEAF: medium,
intensive green, bright.

871

Deeep Red - Fisrix Redtwo

NEW

�

GROWTH: medium-strong
to strong, good branching.

����������������

Growth retardant

•

RIO

®

Growth

872

••

Earliness

••

Growth retardant

•

RIO

®

Growth

873

•

RIO

GROWTH: medium-strong
to strong, good branching.

Pink - Fisrix Pinka
NEW

GROWTH: medium-strong
to strong, good branching.

®

NEW

LEAF: medium,
intensive green, bright.

874

FLOWER: pink.
LEAF: medium,
intensive green, bright.

Growth retardant

Red - Fisrix Dered

FLOWER: scarlet red.

RIO®

Growth

875

••

Earliness

••

White - Fisrix Whit

FLOWER: pure white.

NEW

LEAF: medium to big,
intensive green, bright.
GROWTH: strong,
good branching.

••

Earliness

•••

Growth retardant

••

Growth

•••

Earliness

•

Hot Pink - Fisrix Cherrytwo

FLOWER: intensive pink - cherry.
LEAF: medium,
intensive green, bright.

NEW

GROWTH: medium-strong
to strong, good branching.

Growth retardant

•

Growth

••

Earliness

••

RIO® ‘White’

RIO® ‘Pink’
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